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1. What oil was the best to apply to wounds or infected areas that took a long time to
heal?

2. The elders said that the oils from different animals had different qualities. What

did they say caused this?

3. Why didn’t they use whale oil to treat wounds?

4. Why were you not supposed to look for the umbilical cord after it fell off?

5. How were boils treated in the past? What types of skins could be used to treat
them?



6. Ilisapi said they were told to be careful of qallupilluit and the aqsarniit. Were you

told these stories as children? What other stories were you told to prevent you

from getting into trouble?

7. Why were pregnant women advised not to chew gum?

8. Why were women told to make sure their kamiik laces were not too long?

9. How was snow blindness treated?

10. What were some of the ways ear aches could be treated?

11. How were people who had seizures dealt with?



12. Why was it important to make sure the person didn’t swallow their saliva after a

seizure?

13. The elders said men and women differ regarding pains in the arm. Explain the

difference.

14. The elders said that eating seal flippers with the fur on could be used to treat

diarrhea. What else could be used?

15. The elders said there was a difference between babies that were born with their

hands clenched and those born with their hands open. What was the difference?

16. The elders said not to continue to breastfeed the older sibling once the newborn

arrived. What were some of the ways they suggested handling this?



17. The elders said not to force a child to eat if the child wasn’t hungry. Why is it

harder to follow this today?

18. There seems to be quite a lot of debate these days about spanking in Southern

Canada. What advice did the elders have about spanking children?

19. How did people deal with broken bones?

20. If a person sneezed out a polyp they were advised to swallow it. Why was that?

21. How did they use lice to treat an eye infection?

22. The elders thought that the practice of piggusiqtaujuq endowing children with

certain qualities should be brought back and used today. What do you think?



23. The elders said that when a dog attacked a person, the dog was not to be killed

until the person recovered, and yet by-law officers do just the opposite. Do you

think they should change this practice or that it doesn’t make any difference

anymore?

24. If a person’s ears were ringing what did that signify?

25. If a person had dreams about losing a tooth, what did that signify?

26. What could be used to get rid of impetigo and for cleaning infected skin?

27. Give a description of a qalupalik, including where they live, what they wear and

what happens when they put a child in an amauti.

28. What were dried pujualuit, puffball mushrooms used for?



29. How was botulism treated?

30. What were women advised to do to ensure they would have an easy delivery?

31. Could anything be done if a woman had repeated miscarriages?

32. What was done if the placenta didn’t come out shortly after the birth?

33. The elders stated that young women today don’t spend as much time with their

mothers as they should. Do you agree or disagree with this statement? Are the

mothers spending enough time with their babies today?

34. What was used as a pacifier for children in the past?



35. If a baby was stillborn, what could be done?

36. How would the midwife endow the baby with certain characteristics at birth?

37. If a woman wanted to have more sons what could she do to ensure this?

38. What was it a sign of when a baby smiled?

39. What were some of the rules men had to follow to be successful hunters?

40. How could children who were born as breech babies be able to influence the

weather?



41. What is a sipiniq?

42. What should you do when someone has fallen in the water and is no longer

breathing?

43. The elders mentioned a few things that could be used for soap. What were they?

44. What would happen if a woman had sex with a man too soon after her husband

had died?

45. If a person lost a tooth what should they do with it to have strong teeth in the

future?



46. The elders said we were not to make fun of people with disabilities. What could

happen if you didn’t follow this advice?

47. In the past younger people were not encouraged to ask questions. Do you think

this is still true today, or do you think this is changing?


